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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel multilevel architecture
using active neutral point clamped inverter cascaded with a flying
capacitor inverter to form a multilevel inverter topology with
higher number of voltage levels for induction motor drives. All
the capacitors in the topology can be balanced irrespective of
any modulation index or power factor. This topology can be
generalized for higher number of voltage levels. The front end
DC sources required are of very low value and it can be further
halved when using a reconfigured six phase induction machine for
higher power. The low value DC sources can be stacked battery
cells, hence the topology can find extensive applications in electric
vehicles. Detailed experimental results are shown for the steady
state and transient operations of the inverter. The proposed
topology will be a viable scheme for high power applications.

Index Terms—active neutral point clamped, flying capacitor,
capacitor balancing, six phase, induction motor

I. INTRODUCTION

Multilevel inverters (MLI) have remained popular for quite

long for high power applications [1] [2]. The main reasons

for it being the use of low voltage switches, low switching

frequency requirement, better waveform quality, low dv/dt

and better electro magnetic compatibility. The basic multilevel

topologies are the neutral point clamped (NPC), flying capac-

itor (FC) and cascaded H-bridge (CHB) inverters. NPC was

first introduced in [1]. It introduced additional pole voltage

level, ‘0’ with respect to the capacitor mid point, compared to

the conventional 2-level inverters. NPC inverters have become

quite popular for medium voltage drives but NPC suffered

from DC link balancing problem [3] [4]. It can be shown that

there is a limit on the balancing of these capacitors considering

the load power factor and the modulation indices. Therefore

increasing the number of voltage levels in diode clamped con-

verters is not practical. Also the large number of power diodes

for higher number of voltage levels is another disadvantage.

Another issue with the NPC topology is the unequal loss

distribution among the switches. To improve this, active NPC

topologies (ANPCs) were introduced where the power diodes

are replaced with active switches so that it can now control the

current flow during the pole voltage level,‘0’ (with respect to

the capacitor mid point) and equalize the semiconductor losses

[5] [6]. The FC inverters are another class of MLCs where

the additional voltage levels are introduced using charged

capacitors. The voltages across these capacitors have to be

maintained through proper voltage balancing algorithm when

load current flows through them. Balancing these floating

capacitor voltages is quite involved as the number of voltage

levels increases and also the number of electrolytic capacitors

involved in the inverter topology also drastically increases. The

electrolytic capacitors are the weakest link in any converters

and its quantity should be kept to the minimum [7]. Another

class of MLCs are the cascaded H-bridge converters which

have the least component count among the MLCs. It has

become popular for integrating multiple power sources and

feeding with grid. For drives application, the use of CHBs

with higher number of voltage levels requires more number of

isolated DC sources. The isolated DC sources with its bulky

transformers increase the weight, size and cost of the system.

Therefore its use in drives applications is limited.

Several combinations of these basic MLC topologies have

been proposed in literature for generation of higher number

of voltage levels [8] [9]. Cascade connections of FC and

multiple CHBs with 5-level [10] and 17-level [11] have been

reported in literature. Some of them suffer from limitations

in the modulation indices for balancing the floating capacitors

in them. Some literature used stacking of the cascade com-

bination of FC and CHB using selector switches to generate

higher number of voltage levels. For drives applications, the

limitation on modulation indices will restrict the speed range

of operation of the induction motor. Research has moved on

from hexagonal space vector (SV) structure to dodecogonal

SV structure to eliminate the 5th and 7th harmonic component

and suppress the higher order harmonics.

Instead of using 3-phase Induction motors, if a reconfigured

6-phase machine is used such that the 180 deg opposite

windings are paralleled with appropriate polarity, the DC link

voltage requirement for driving this motor is reduced to half.

In addition to this, the MLC will have reduced DC link

voltage requirement. therefore the DC sources can be replaced
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with stacked battery cells and finds extensive application in

electric vehicles (EV). This also allows the use of low voltage

MOSFETs, which will have better efficiency.

II. OPERATION OF THE CASCADED ANPC AND FC

INVERTER TOPOLOGY

Fig. 1. Cascaded ANPC-FC 9-level multilevel inverter topology for phase A

A. Reconfigured 6-phase windings as 3-phase induction ma-

chine

This section discusses about reconfiguring a symmetric six

phase (windings placed 60o apart) winding pattern to a three

phase winding. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the six windings a
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. For a six phase machine,

these 180o opposite windings need to be fed with 180o

opposite phase voltages. It needs additional power electronic

components to feed the windings with opposite phase volatges.

The 180o opposite windings can be connected in parallel in

such a way that the windings still see opposite phase voltages.

For this, the windings have to be connected as shown in

Fig. 3(b) that is for the A and A’ phases, terminals a
1

and a
4

are connected together and the other ends, a
2

and a
3

are also

connected. Similar configuration for the other 180o opposite

phases. It should be noted that for a machine with six phase

windings, the DC link voltage requirement (Vdc) at the front

end is half that of the three phase winding for supplying the

same power. Here Vdc is the DC link voltage required for

a conventional two level inverter. This reduces the voltage

ratings of the power electronic components of the inverter.

In this case of three phase windings obtained by paralleling

the opposite phases, the current through the devices is double

that of the each winding current. In Fig. 3(b), Ia1a2 is half that

of the phase current Ia.

B. Operation of ANPC as selector switch

Fig. 2. Level shifted carrier based space vector PWM for 9-level inverter.

This section describes the operation of the ANPC (Fig. 1) as

selector switches, that is to connect the FC to the appropriate

DC source during the operation of the inverter. Level shifted

carrier based PWM (Fig. 2) is used for the implementation

[12] [13]. The modulating signal is scaled from 0 to 8 and

is divided into 4 equal vertical sections. During each of these

sections, the FC has to be connected to each of these DC

sources to generate the nine pole voltage levels. To connect

the FC to the bottom DC source, Vdc1, the switches S9, S4, S5

and S6 have to be ON. For connecting to Vdc2, the switches

S8, S3, S4, S5 and S12 have to be ON. Similarly for Vdc3

and Vdc4. the switches S7, S2, S3, S4, S11 and S1, S2, S3,

S10 have to be ON respectively. It should be noted that these

switches are switching at low frequency and have low voltage

blocking requirements. Since these switches are used only for

selecting the appropriate DC sources, they are called here as

selector switches. Also, due to the operation of the selector

switches, the voltage, VXY is always maintained at Vdc/8.

C. Operation of the ANPC with FC and generalization

This section explains the FC operation with ANPC. FC

can generate three pole voltage levels, 0, Vdc/16, Vdc/8 with

respect to Y (VAY), if the voltage maintained across the

capacitor, C is maintained at Vdc/16, which is explained in the

next section. The generation of the nine pole voltages can be

explained as follows. When the FC is connected to Vdc1, the

pole voltage, VAN can have values, 0, Vdc/16, 2Vdc/16. When

the FC is connected to Vdc2, the pole voltage, VAN can take

values which are Vdc/8 added with the above values which

are, Vdc/8, 3VDC/16 and 4Vdc/16. Similarly when the FC is

connected to Vdc3, VAN can take values, 4Vdc/16, 5Vdc/16
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Fig. 3. Reconfiguring a symmetric six phase winding (Fig. 3(a)) as a three phase winding (Fig. 3(b)).

Fig. 4. Cascaded 3-level ANPC-FC-CHB multilevel inverter topology for
phase A

and 6Vdc/16. Finally when the FC is connected to Vdc4,

the values VAN can take are 6Vdc/16, 7Vdc/16 and 8Vdc/16.

Hence this topology can generate the nine pole voltage levels.

This structure can be generalized to obtain still higher number

of voltage levels using a higher level ANPC. A 9-level inverter

developed by using a 3-level ANPC and cascade combination

of FC and CHB as shown in Fig. 4. Also the FC can be

cascaded with multiple CHBs to generate much higher number

of voltage levels as shown in Fig. 5. In this, the DC voltage

requirement at the front end is only Vdc/12, hence stacked

battery cells can be used along with low voltage MOSFETs

and finds applications in electric vehicles.

III. CAPACITOR VOLTAGE BALANCING

For proper operation of the multilevel converter, the capac-

itor voltage has to be maintained at Vdc/16. This can be done

using the switching state redundancies of the available pole

voltage levels. An example of the capacitor voltage balancing

is shown in Fig. 6 for balancing the capacitors for pole

voltage of 3Vdc/16 (VAN). Fig. 6(a) shows the charging of

Fig. 5. Cascaded 7-level ANPC-FC-CHB multilevel inverter topology for
phase A

capacitor for the positive direction of current from the inverter

output, ‘A’ to the machine neutral, ‘n’ using the switching

state 0011100100011001 where ‘1’ denotes the switch is ON

and ‘0’ indicates the switch is OFF. This switching state

generates Vdc/8 +Vdc/8-Vdc/16=3Vdc/16 For discharging the

capacitor, the switching state, 0011100100010110 is used

as shown in Fig. 6(b), where the pole voltage generated

is again Vdc/8+Vdc/16=3Vdc/16. The capacitor is balanced

within a switching cycle and is independant of any load

power factor and modulation indices. The capacitor can be

sized based on the switching frequency, peak of the load

current and the allowable voltage deviation. The tolerance

band provided for all the flying capacitor voltages are 2%

around the reference values. The capacitance value, C is
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TABLE I
SWITCHING STATE REDUNDANCIES FOR THE POLE VOLTAGES AND THEIR

EFFECT ON THE CAPACITOR VOLTAGES.

S.No Switch States VAN Ia C

1 0001110010000101 0 + U

2 0001110010001001 Vdc/16 + C

3 0001110010000110 Vdc/16 + D

4 0001110010001010 Vdc/8 + U

5 0011100100010101 Vdc/8 + U

6 0011100100011001 3Vdc/16 + C

7 0011100100010110 3Vdc/16 + D

8 0011100100011010 Vdc/4 + U

9 0111001000100101 Vdc/4 + U

10 0111001000101001 5Vdc/16 + C

11 0111001000100110 5Vdc/16 + D

12 0111001000101010 3Vdc/8 + U

13 1110000001000101 3Vdc/8 + U

14 1110000001001001 7Vdc/16 + C

15 1110000001000110 7Vdc/16 + D

16 1110000001001010 Vdc/2 + U

Note: ‘U’ - Unaffected, ‘C’- Charging, ‘D ’ - Discharging. ‘+’ indicates current
flow from inverter pole ‘A’ to machine neutral ‘n’. Switch State is defined as
(S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16). ‘1’ indicates
switch is ON and ‘0’ indicates switch is off.

Fig. 6. Capacitor voltage balancing for pole voltage, 3Vdc/16 of phase A

decided by C = IpTs/∆Vc, Ip is the peak load current,

∆Vc is the peak to peak voltage ripple and Ts is inverter

switching time. Capacitance value of 2200µF is selected in

the experiment.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The laboratory prototype for the 9-level inverter is devel-

oped for driving a reconfigured 6-phase induction motor. Level

shifted PWM is implemented in TMS320F28335 DSP. The

capacitor voltage is sensed using the ADC module in the DSP.

Fig. 7. Implementation block diagram of the 9-level inverter topology.

Fig. 8. 10 Hz operation, 1. Phase voltage (VAn), 2. Pole voltage (VAN),
Capacitor voltage (Vc), Phase current (Ia), x-axis: 20ms/div.

The capacitor voltage, pole voltage and the PWM information

are transfered to the Spartan 3 XCS3200 FPGA, which selects

the appropriate switching state and passed to the inverter

through the gate driver as shown in Fig. 7. The induction

motor is driven by the inverter using V/f control scheme

for different speed operation from 10Hz to 45Hz operation.

The phase voltage, pole voltage, capacitor voltage and phase

current for 10Hz, 20Hz, 30Hz and 45Hz operation are shown

in Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11 respectively. All the waveforms are taken

at no load which shows the worst case current ripple. The

Fig. 9. 20 Hz operation, 1. Phase voltage (VAn), 2. Pole voltage (VAN),
Capacitor voltage (Vc), Phase current (Ia), x-axis: 10ms/div.
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Fig. 10. 30 Hz operation, 1. Phase voltage (VAn), 2. Pole voltage (VAN),
Capacitor voltage (Vc), Phase current (Ia), x-axis: 10ms/div.

Fig. 11. 45 Hz operation, 1. Phase voltage (VAn), 2. Pole voltage (VAN),
Capacitor voltage (Vc), Phase current (Ia), x-axis: 5ms/div.

Fig. 12. Motor acceleration, 1. Phase voltage (VAn), 2. Capacitor voltage
(Vc), Phase current (Ia), x-axis: 500ms/div.

capacitor voltage ripple shown in trace-3 of the figures shows

the capacitor voltage which are tightly controlled using the

capacitor voltage balance algorithm described in section-III.

Also from 10Hz to 45Hz operation, the pole voltage levels

increase from 3 to 9. To test the transient stability of the

capacitor voltage balancing algorithm, the motor is accelerated

from 10Hz to 45Hz in 4s as shown in Fig. 12. The trace-2

shows the capacitor voltage which are tightly controlled. The

Fig. 13. Intentional capacitor unbalancing, 1. Phase voltage (VAn), 2.
Capacitor voltage (Vc), Phase current (Ia), x-axis: 500ms.

Fig. 14. Motor starting, 1. Phase voltage (VAn), 2. Capacitor voltage (Vc),
Phase current (Ia), x-axis: 500ms/div.

Fig. 15. 1. Motor Phase voltage (Va1a2), 2. Motor Phase voltage (Va3a4), 3.
Winding current (Ia1a2), 4. Phase current (Ia) for phase A. x-axis: 5ms/div

stability of the capacitor voltage balancing algorithm is shown

in Fig. 13 where the balancing algorithm is disabled at Td and

then re-enabled at Te. The capacitor voltage initially deviates

from the reference and then on re-enabling immediately tracks

the reference. No precharging of the capacitor voltage is

needed since the balancing algorithm itself takes care of the

capacitor voltage build up as shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 15 shows

the motor phase voltage waveforms applied to the 180 deg
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opposite windings a1 -a2 and a3 -a4 in traces 1 and 2 which

are also 180deg opposite. Trace-3 shows the current through

the winding a1 -a2 , Ia1a2 which is half that of the motor phase

current, Ia shown in trace-4. The FFT plot of the inverter

Fig. 16. 10Hz, THD: 2.28%

Fig. 17. 20Hz, THD: 2.03%

Fig. 18. 30Hz, THD: 1.6%

Fig. 19. 45Hz, THD: 1.02%

output voltages (VAn) at various frequencies of operation is

given in Fig. 16 - Fig. 19 where the fundamental amplitude is

normalized to 1.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper describes a simple configuration of a six phase

IM by paralleling the opposite windings and driving the

reconfigured machine through a nine level inverter topology.

Six phase machine itself enables the use of low voltage devices

for supplying the same power compared to a three phase

machine. Also the ANPC-FC-CHB inverter uses low voltage

devices for its operation. So driving a reconfigured six phase

machine with a stacked inverter further reduces the device

voltage ratings. On using higher level ANPCs, the DC voltage

supply requirement at front end reduces further and they can

be replaced with stacked battery cells. Also by cascading with

more CHBs, more voltage levels with lower voltage devices

can be achieved. Using low voltage devices (MOSFETs) and

stacked battery cells at the front end makes it a suitable option

for electric vehicle applications. Detailed experimental results

with both steady state and transient operation ensures that this

novel combination of reconfigured six phase machine driven

using a ANPC-FC-CHB inverter will be viable scheme for

high power applications.
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